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ABSTRACT 

The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) program has developed standards for 
network-based telemetry systems, which and range users of Telemetry Network 
System (TmNS) equipment can use to perability between components.  While 
standards promote interoperability, only implementations of the standards can ensure it.  This 

iNET, Interoperability, System Management, SNMP, Metadata, Tool, PTP 

INTRODUCTION 

The integrated Network-Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project has developed standards for 
network-based telemetry systems.  Wh re based largely on the existing body 
of commercial networking protocols and were developed to promote interoperability, 

 implementers 
promote intero

paper discusses the tools that are being developed by the iNET program which implement the 
technologies and protocols specified in the iNET standards in order to ensure interoperability 
between TmNS components and provide a general framework for device development.  
Capabilities provided by the tools include system management, TmNS message processing, 
metadata processing, and time synchronization. 

KEYWORDS 

ile these standards a

implementations of the standards are necessary in order to ensure interoperability, identify 
potential issues, and address any areas of concern.  In order to accomplish this, the iNET 
interoperability tools are being developed, which implement the capabilities specified in the 
System Management Standard (SMS), Metadata Standard (MDS), and Test Article Standard 
(TAS). 
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The iNET interoperability tools are comprised of the System Management Tools (SMT), 
Metadata Description Language (MDL) Authoring Tool (MDLAT), and TmNS Message 
Processing Tools (TMPT).  The SMT implements the management capabilities specified in the 
SMS as well as a Precision Time Protocol (PTP) client for time synchronization as specified in 
TAS.  The SMT provides a tool set for performing manager functionalities as well as client 

.  Moreover, the 
flexibility of the language allows for describing test configurations in a variety of different ways, 

 
recorder simulator are provided, which incorporate capabilities from all the iNET tools (e.g. 

ement of the 
TmNS gives the Mission Control Room (MCR) and Range Operations Center (ROC) the 
capability to monitor the status, statistics, and faults as well as to control and configure TmNS 
devices across multiple ne  implementing the system 
management capabilities specified in the SMS.  The SMT is divided into the four functionality 

e use of broadcast IP addresses as well as ping 

capabilities using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).  The SMT also provides a 
sample Graphical User Interface (GUI)-based iNET Manager, which enables users to manage 
iNET devices, such as Data Acquisition Units (DAUs), recorders, switches, etc. 

The MDLAT is a GUI-based tool that allows users to generate and edit MDL instance 
documents.  While MDL is powerful for describing test configurations, it is also very complex.  
This complexity, combined with the flexibility of the language, can make generating MDL 
instance documents without the proper tools very difficult and time consuming

which can lead to interoperability problems when multiple devices need to process a given MDL 
instance document.  As such, the goal of the MDLAT is to implement a tool that abstracts the 
complexities of the language to a higher level, so that users are not required to have a deep 
understanding of MDL, but rather can describe their tests from an instrumentation perspective, 
which the MDLAT then translates to MDL.  Finally, and just as important, the MDLAT provides 
a consistent framework for creating MDL instance documents, thus promoting interoperability.   

Lastly, the TMPT provide a toolset for generating, parsing, and processing TmNS Data 
Messages, including measurement extraction capabilities.  The TMPT supports both of the iNET 
delivery protocols: the Latency/Throughput Critical (LTC) delivery protocol and the Reliability 
Critical (RC) delivery protocol, as specified in TAS.  As part of the TMPT, a DAU and a

MDL instance document parsing, SM capabilities, PTP client).  This paper discusses the iNET 
tools and how they promote interoperability for the TmNS Demonstration System. 

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

The SMS defines the set of capabilities required to manage the TmNS.  Manag

tworks.  The SMT is a tool set for

categories: manager functions, SNMP agent functions, TmNS adapter functions, and TmNS 
proxy functions.  Manager capabilities include MDL instance document parsing, device 
discovery, device control, device status monitoring, device configuration, consolidated 
management, and event logging, among others. 

Device discovery involves identifying devices to be monitored and controlled by a manager.  
The SMT provides the ability to discover devices statically (e.g. IP address or other device 
identification is provided a priori) as well as dynamically via an automated method.  The SMT 
supports automatic device discovery through th
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sweep IP address ranges.  It is very useful to discover TmNS devices automatically without 
having to know each device’s configuration (e.g. IP address), especially when dynamic host 
configuration protocol (DHCP) servers are used in the networks to provide dynamic IP address 
assignments.  As part of device discovery, the SMT provides topology discovery and verification 
capabilities so that engineers can compare actual network topology (i.e. network connections) 
against the expected topology based on an MDL instance document. 

Another key SMT capability is device status monitoring.  Device status monitoring allows 
engineers to see the status and statistics of each device, such as how much data has been 
recorded on a recorder, device faults, communication problems, etc.  Status monitoring can be 
event-driven (i.e. upon user request) or can occur on a periodic basis.  The periodicity for 

rs.  It allows engineers the ability to control an entire group of devices through a 
single manager.  This single point of control provides many benefits, the primary one being the 

 Protocol (SNMP) agent that is 
capable of responding to SNMP queries and commands that are specific to the TmNS 

e for communicating with the device 
in order to keep the TMNS-MIB variables up to date.  Other common capabilities provided by 

discovering and monitoring devices can be adjusted depending on network bandwidth 
limitations.  

The SMT also provides consolidated management capabilities.  Consolidated management 
allows for hierarchical management structures to be implemented with managers controlling 
other manage

savings in bandwidth and the reduction in complexity and time when trying to, for example, 
configure devices on the Test Article (TA).  For instance, a manager in the MCR could command 
a manager on the TA to configure itself via consolidated management.  This would result in the 
TA manager configuring itself as well as configuring all its managed devices.  Once the TA 
manager and its managed devices are configured, the TA manager provides consolidated status 
about itself and its managed devices to the manager in the MCR. 

In a TmNS, managers must have a way of collecting system management information from the 
devices being managed, while also controlling these devices.  To accomplish this, each TmNS 
device is required to implement a Simple Network Management

Management Information Base (MIB).  The TMNS-MIB provides branches for both common 
and device-specific variables.  All TmNS devices implement the common branch variables; 
however, only a network data acquisition unit (DAU) would implement the device-specific 
branch variables for a DAU.  The System Management Tools (SMT) provides a suite of agents, 
each implementing a device-specific branch of the TMNS-MIB.  Additionally, each of these 
agents implements the common branch of the TMNS-MIB. 

The SMT agent handles the SNMP protocol and is capable of responding to get, set, and walk 
requests from a manager; however, the agent has no inherent knowledge of the device’s data.  
Therefore, the SMT agent provides a simple internal interfac

the SMT agent include: device configuration, notification generation, Precision Time Protocol 
(PTP) daemon interfacing, and device reset.  Additionally, the SMT agent implements 
standardized MIBs specified by the System Management Standard, such as the SNMP-
NOTIFICATION-MIB and the SNMP-TARGET-MIB, which are used to manage notification 
destinations.  Finally, the SMT agent provides configuration options for running SNMPv2c and 
SNMPv3. 
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The SMT also implements the specialized TmNS device proxy and TmNS adapter capabilities. 
TmNS proxies provide iNET interfaces for non-TmNS devices.  The SMT provides a framework 
for developing proxies and, as an example, implements a proxy that provides a TmNS system 
management

 

 interface for non-TmNS switches.  TmNS adapters allow multiple TmNS 
Manageable Applications (TMAs), each of which contain an SNMP agent, to run on the same 

es 
PTP daemon software that allows the SMT to synchronize its clock with the external master 

, each device must be configured to communicate with other devices in the system.  
Each device receives a configuration file that describes the test mission.  The configuration file is 
called an MDL instance document.  An MDL instance document is an eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML) file that conf The MDL Authoring Tool was 
developed to generate MDL instance documents. 

prone process.  An MDL instance document 
specifying a single network with only three devices and one measurement is several hundred 

he MDL Authoring Tool has been designed with different 
workflows for different users.  Each workflow employs various wizards to guide the user 

platform.  The TmNS adapter capabilities include a full implementation of a TmNS adapter.   

Finally, the SMT provides an IEEE 1588-2008, or PTP, software client for time synchronization 
to a master clock in the network.  A software implementation of the IEEE 1588-2008 standard 
can achieve sub-millisecond time synchronization accuracy, and a hardware-assisted 
implementation can achieve sub-nanosecond time synchronization accuracy.  The SMT includ

clock in the network.  The software is based on an existing open source PTPd implementation 
and was modified to allow synchronization on Windows without special time-stamping 
hardware. 

MDL AUTHORING TOOL 

In a TmNS

orms to the MDL standard.  

An MDL instance document can specify device configurations, network configurations, 
measurement specifications, manager-to-managed device relationships, descriptions of network 
message formats, and quality of service descriptions.  Manual editing and construction of an 
MDL instance document is a tedious and error 

lines of XML.  The MDL Authoring Tool uses wizards with usage rules and default values to 
help a user manage the size and intricacies of an MDL instance document.  This enables the user 
to more easily create MDL instance documents and reuse previously defined information; e.g. a 
Mission Control Room network that is unlikely to change between test missions.  The wizards 
enforce acceptable values and ensure that required portions are filled in without requiring the 
user to reference the specifications. 

Each user participating in a TmNS-enabled test mission has a different view of the system.  A 
technician may only be interested in how the devices are connected to each other in the network 
while an instrumentation engineer may only be concerned with the measurements to be taken.  
To address these different views, t

through the applicable steps.  The MDL Authoring Tool allows each user to contribute to the 
definition of a test mission in terms that are familiar to them while ensuring that the generated 
MDL instance document conforms to the Metadata Standard. 
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With any language comes the need for validation.  Each MDL instance document must follow 
the rules specified in the MDS.  The MDL Authoring Tool can analyze MDL instance documents 
and check for compliance with the standard.  Each time an MDL instance document is opened by 
or exported from the MDL Authoring Tool, the document is validated.  There are some forms of 
validation that cannot be performed by the MDL Authoring Tool (device-specific or range-
specific validation), but the MDL Authoring Tool could be extended in the future to perform 

Once a test mission has been specified in the MDL Authoring Tool, it is exported as an MDL 

 to configure itself with the same MDL instance document.  
Other tools (network analysis, TmNS data extraction, etc.) must also understand MDL instance 

nagement and configuration metadata are 
necessary for configuring and controlling devices, but it is of little value if an end device cannot 
understand the incoming data stream.  The metadata itself does more than just provide device 
configuration informatio work, from destination 
multicast address down to the order of specific measurements contained within the data packages 

overing the TCP-based RC data streams.  Each set of simulators includes one tool for data 
generation and one for data consumption.  All simulators utilize the common TmNS data 
message libraries in support of providing interoperable message processing capabilities, 
leveraging the common routines when appropriate. 

those validations. 

Use of the MDL Authoring Tool reduces the development time and the opportunities for human 
error when describing a test mission.  With a decreased time to specify a test mission, rapid 
iteration makes testing new configurations easier.  With more testing comes greater confidence 
in the correctness of the test design. 

instance document.  This document is then distributed to each consolidated manager.  The 
consolidated manager self-configures from the document and informs each device that it 
manages (as specified in the MDL instance document) of the new MDL instance document.  
Every TmNS device will be required

documents.  The correctness of the MDL instance documents and the universality of the need to 
parse them make the need for a common MDL parsing library plain.  The MDL Authoring Tool 
is built on the MDL parsing libraries.  The MDL parsing library is also in use by the System 
Management Tools and in other parts of the system. 

TMNS MESSAGE PROCESSING TOOLS  

For the user of acquired data, the ability to process and interpret data is one of the most critical 
aspects of a TmNS.  The concepts of system ma

n; it also describes the data streams on the net

within the data message.  While the metadata instance document of a certain configuration may 
describe the data messages available on the network, the metadata instance document itself does 
not handle any of the processing itself.  Thus, there is a need for TmNS data message processing 
tools. 

A suite of TmNS messaging libraries has been developed in order to provide a common 
framework for TmNS message processing.  The TMPT have taken the form of network 
application simulators that make use of the common TmNS message libraries.  Two flavors of 
simulators have been developed, one set covering the UDP-based LTC data streams, and the 
other c
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For LTC simulators, the data generator simulates a network DAU by transmitting TmNS data 
messages over the network.  Using the TmNS message libraries, the DAU simulator constructs 
the data messages described by the simulator’s configuration MDL instance document.  The 
other LTC simulator mimics the behavior of a network recorder by consuming TmNS data 
messages that it receives from the network.  The recorder simulator is able to store the received 
data messages to the hard drive of the host computer for retrieval in the future. 

The RC simulators employ a TCP-based approach to transferring data from a server to a client.  
This iNET-defined mechanism exists for the purpose of data retrieval, particularly in the case of 

quest may be for 
certain measurement IDs, package IDs, or message IDs for a given time window.  The RC 

create the tools framework that 
enhances interoperability, allows for cross-platform development, and should ultimately lead to 
reuse among TmNS components. 

The core component of the tools framework is the TmNS library.  The TmNS library was 

telemetry drop-outs at the ground processing system.  The reliability of TCP affords the ground 
processing system to request data from a server onboard the TA, allowing users in the mission 
control room to validate data that had been initially dropped during a test maneuver out of the 
live telemetry pulse-code modulation (PCM) stream.  A network recorder is a likely candidate to 
host the RC Source (server) functionality since its primary function is to store the network test 
data.  An RC Sink (client) sends a request for data to the RC Source.  The re

Source utilizes the TmNS message libraries to locate the particular parameter requested in its 
stored data, and then it uses the message libraries to construct new messages to encapsulate the 
data being sent via the RC delivery protocol.  Likewise, the RC Sink receives the messages 
delivered from the RC Source and can deconstruct the received messages with the TmNS 
message libraries in order to obtain the desired measurements.  

TOOLS FRAMEWORK 

The aim in developing all of these tools was to build an open source framework that could be 
leveraged by the iNET community and vendors to develop TmNS components.  In order to 
accomplish this goal, a decision was made early on to base the tools on publicly available 
libraries with a proven track record, such as: PyQt, PySNMP, Net-SNMP, and LIVE555.  The 
public libraries were used, and in many cases extended, to 

primarily developed in Python and provides a cross-platform application programming interface 
(API) for MDL parsing, low-level SNMP control and status monitoring, SNMP notification 
handling, TMNS-MIB translation, TmNS device discovery, control and status monitoring, and 
TmNS message processing.  The tools framework also provides a set of applications that use the 
TmNS library to implement the technologies and protocols specified in the iNET standards.  
These applications demonstrate how to use the TmNS library while also providing a framework 
for TmNS device development.  

The SMT Manager and MDL Authoring Tool were developed using Python and use PyQt to 
implement the user interface.  The Manager uses the TmNS library to parse MDL files, receive 
SNMP notifications and discover, control and monitor TmNS devices.  The MDL Authoring 
Tool uses the TmNS library to create and parse MDL files.  The core functionality of the MDL 
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parsing library was extended for the MDL Authoring Tool to enable a database to store 
information outside of MDL instance documents, increasing reusability of test mission design 
information.  The SMT includes an SNMP agent that was developed by extending the Net-
SNMP snmpd application to include TMNS-MIB functionality.  The agent uses the TmNS 
library to implement proxy agents for non-TmNS devices.  Finally, the TmNS data simulators 

The System Management Tools, MDL Authoring Tool, and TmNS Message Processing Tools 

n the iNET System Integration Lab (iSIL) in order to exercise system-level features 
and functions. 

It all starts with the MDL Authorin nd-alone, requiring only a user to 
input the test details.  Information provided to this tool includes network topology, network 

ides an example of a TmNS manager.  The MDL instance document created by 
the MDL Authoring Tool is first loaded into the SMT.  The SMT parses the file and learns the 

llows the SMT to be 
managed by another manager (such as another instance of the SMT) elsewhere in the network.  

were developed in C++ and use the TmNS library for MDL parsing and TmNS message 
processing. 

For the TmNS component developer, the tools framework provides an established library along 
with applications that already conform to the iNET standards.  This framework can easily be 
reused, extended, or used to test TmNS components for interoperability as they are being 
developed. 

TOOLS APPLICATION  

are all applications geared at exercising the iNET standards.  While they are all stand-alone 
applications, they have been designed with interfaces that allow the different tools to 
communicate and share information.  These applications have been used in conjunction with 
each other i

g Tool.  This tool truly is sta

devices, and data descriptions (i.e., message definition, package definition, and measurement 
descriptions).  This tool acquires from the user all information that describes the test, and then it 
produces an MDL instance document that is to be distributed to all TmNS devices in the network 
system.  This one file is used to configure each device described by the file. 

The SMT prov

list of devices that it is responsible for managing.  It implements a standard device discovery 
mechanism in order to be made aware of the presence of other devices on the network.  Using 
the iNET system management mechanism of SNMP, device discovery is completed, and the GUI 
is populated with a list of discovered devices.  Using SNMP, the SMT obtains the status and 
statistics of each TmNS device discovered.  It also uses SNMP to initiate device configuration of 
its managed devices.  The SMT itself also runs its own SNMP agent.  This a

The SMT also contains a PTP daemon for implementing the IEEE 1588-2008 protocol for 
precise time synchronization.  The PTP synchronization status is displayed on the GUI. 

The TmNS data simulators have been heavily leveraged in the iSIL, more than just for 
generating data on the network.   The simulators were designed with the capability to work in 
conjunction with an SNMP agent for operational control of the simulators and for retrieving 
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status and statistics from the simulator.  An LTC DAU simulator represents a single device and 
runs with a single SNMP agent.  An LTC recorder simulator and an RC Source simulator 
together represent a single device, and they run with a single SNMP agent.  The SNMP agent is 
necessary in order for the simulated device to be discovered by the SMT’s discovery protocol.  
Once discovered, the SMT can manage the different simulated devices.  This includes changing 
the transmit state of a DAU simulator or the recording state of the recorder simulator.  It also 

e TmNS demonstration system, such as the serial streaming telemetry (SST) 
Manager, RF Network Manager, Ground TA Manager, etc.  The development time and risk 
associated with those applications can be significantly reduced by using the SMT since most of 
the main functions required of tho shed through simple SMT library 
calls.  Likewise, the TMPT can be leveraged in the development of components that generate 

allows the SMT to update a simulator’s roleID and to initiate the device configuration process.  
Prior to configuration, the simulator’s SNMP agent will receive the uniform resource identifier 
(URI) location of the desired MDL instance document.  When commanded to configure, the 
SNMP agent will retrieve the file at the specified URI by means of file transfer protocol (FTP) or 
trivial file transfer protocol (TFTP).  Once the new file is retrieved, the simulated device parses 
the MDL instance document and reconfigures its simulation parameters based on the new 
configuration MDL instance document.  Also of importance to the operation of the simulators is 
that they, too, work in conjunction with a PTP daemon for precise time synchronization over the 
network.  In addition to the PTP-synchronized time being used for the data timestamps, the PTP 
status information is used by the SNMP agent for status updates and the clock synchronization 
status is put into the message header by the LTC DAU simulator for each new TmNS data 
message it creates. 

TOOL EXTENSIBILITY 

As previously discussed, the goal of the iNET tools was to build an open source framework that 
could be leveraged by the iNET community and vendors to develop TmNS components and 
applications.  The API nature of the iNET tools make them very extensible.  For instance, the 
management framework provided by the SMT can be leveraged by the many managers that will 
be developed for th

se managers can be accompli

and receive TmNS Data Messages, and the MDL Authoring Tool can be leveraged by 
components that parse and produce MDL instance documents. 

Leveraging the iNET tools in the development of TmNS components and applications provides 
many benefits, the primary one being the reduction and simplification of the development 
process.  The framework provided by the iNET tools comes with a level of testing and maturity 
that significantly reduces development risk and time.  In addition, many of the complexities 
involved in implementing the standards have been resolved.  Lastly, the incorporation of the 
iNET tools into components and applications promotes interoperability between those 
components. 
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whenever practical.  The iNET standards were written in order to identify these 
existing standard technologies and, when practical, to extend them for the TmNS environment.  
The suite of interoperability tools that is be or the iNET project implements the 
technologies and protocols specified in the iNET standards.  These tools are reference 
applications and programming libraries that implement the interfaces specified by the iNET 

 Working Groups.  We gratefully acknowledge this 
effort and the funding and guidance provided by the iNET program. 

CONCLUSION 

One of the main tenants of the iNET project is to utilize existing standardized network 
technologies 

ing developed f

standards.  They have been made available to the iNET community and vendors to promote 
system interoperability.  Capabilities provided by the tools include system management, TmNS 
message processing, metadata processing, and time synchronization.  The use of these tools 
during the development of hardware and software components provides a higher likelihood of 
interoperability during system integration. 
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